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Intro: [F5 G5 D5 G5 | C | C] 
 

[C] Where do all the birds [C] go at night?… (to the  
(D5) dis[G]co disco [G] every night where we go!) 
[F] They’re dancing alright ‘till the [G] morning light (at the  
(C) dis[Ci]co disco [Ci] we all know why we all go!) 
 

[C] Why are all the hens [C] so uptight (to the  
(D5) dis[G]co disco [G] we told ‘em we should all go!) [G] Their  
[F] Cocks are on the dance floor [G] chasing birds (at the  
(C) dis[Ci]co disco [Ci] disco let’s all go!) 
 

[G | F] to the disco 
[G | F] we should all go   
[G | F] to the (C) dis[Ci]co [Ci]  They 

 

[C] say the early bird [C] gets the worm (that’s what  
(D5) we [G] know, you know and [G] everybody else knows!) so we  
[F] leave with a yawn at the [G] break of dawn (from the  
(C) dis[Ci]co disco [Ci] we all know why we all go!)  
 

[G | F] to the disco 
[G | F] why we all go   
[G | F] to the (C) dis[Ci]co [Ci]   

 

Solo: [C | C (D5) | G | G] 
   [F | G | (C) Ci | Ci] 
   [C | C (D5) | G | G] 
   [F | G | (C) Ci | Ci] 
 

   [D5 C5 G5 F5 | D5 C5 G5 F5 | G | G]       
   [F5 G5 D5 C5 | F5 G5 D5 G5 | C | C] 
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[G | F] to the disco 
[G | F] we should all go   
[G | F] to the (C) dis[Ci]co [Ci] 

 

[C] Where do all the birds [C] go at night?… (to the  
(D5) dis[G]co disco [G] every night where we go!) 
[F] Why are all the hens [G] so uptight? (to the  
(C) dis[Ci]co disco [Ci] we told ‘em we should all go!) We’re 
[C] dancing all night ‘till the [C] morning light (at the  
(D5) dis[G]co disco until [G] wee hours we go!) 
[F] to be the early bird who [G] caught the worm (after the  
(C) dis[Ci]co disco [Ci] disco let’s all go!) 
   

[G | F] to the disco 
[G | F] we should all go   
[G | F] to the (C) dis[Ci]co  
(C) dis[Ci]co (C) dis[Ci]co we [Ci] go! 
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